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Which theoretical constructs about
media and learner characteristics offer the most promise of significant increases in learning?

Media
applications
to instruction:
Current
theoretical
considerations
by Gerald M. Torkelson
The problem confronting every teacher or researcher
concerned with the contributions of media to lnstruc·
tional practice and learner achievement Is one o f deter.
mining which theoretical constructs about media and
learner characteristics offer the most prom ise of slgnill·
cant increases in learning. This is a problem of long stand·
Ing-traceable to early research efforts at the beginnings
of !his century and even earlier in philosophical discus·
sions. The search Is as current today as it was years ago. A
major difference between tOday and yesterday, however,
is that so much knowledge has been accumulated about
the nature of media and the nature of learners that old notions have changed about mediallearner relation ships and
about the utility of some of the more traditional re·
search/theoretical orientations.
To red uce the problem to its essentials, It seems rea·
sonable to focus on two main aspects of the relationship,
i.e. (a) current conceptualizations about the nature and
functions of med ia (information forms)', and (b) current
understandings and theoretical observations about learn·
ing which, in turn, affect conceptualizations about media
and their uses.
In considering med ia applications to Instruction, it is
important to first address changes in conceptualizations
about the processes of learning because It Is against this
backdrop that media must be examined.
Gerald M. Torkelson is professor of education and
chairman of the graduate program In educational
communications at the University of Washington,
Seattle.
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The major source of new Ideas in recent years
concerning how learning may be viewed has
been provided by theories related to informa·
lion processing, storage, and retrieval and to
computers to which they are linked (Travers,
1982).

Most studies of media applications to instruction in
the first five or six decades of this century were built upon
earlier theoretical positions. That is, the effects upon
learners of exposure to media of various kinds under varying conditions were analyzed primarily as stimulus presentations which were to aid In making connections be·
tween the learner's repertoire and the new material to be
learned. In the S·R model of research, for example, the as·
Sumption was made that med ia were primary sources for
changes in learner behavior, that there was a direct "con·ion"
nect
between the stimulus acting upon the perceptual
system and learner response with minimal concern about
the internal processes and memory stores which affected
the change.
This earlier period of research was also characterized
by the "gross-comparative" model, such as comparing the
effects upon learners of a motion picture with the effects
of a film strip. The results of this research have been sum·
marlzed in an analysis o f the 25-year history of Audio
Visual Communication Review• (Torkelson, 1977). In the
great majority of cases, conclusions o f gross-comparative
studies were of no slgnlrlcant differences among varl·
ables. While it is not my purpose here to elaborate upon
this earlier research , I make reference to it to suggest that
its theoretical bases were generally inadequate for deter·
mining the actual functions of media in processes of
learning. With some exceptions, most of the research did
not attempt to gather evidence about the effects of varying the internal structure o f med ia or of the effects of
learner idiosyncracies upon media effectiveness.
Support for a relined look at media/learning relationships came from a number of quarters. Government spon·
sored research in motion picture characteristics as related
to learning in the late 1940s and sos was one source;
another was the programmed Instruction movement which
examined the effects of mOdifying elements within frames
of information on learner performance. This attention to
variables within information forms also led to a growing
awareness that it was necessary to look more closely at
the internal conditions of learners as factors affecting reactions to information.
Thus, there has developed a theoretical position that
currently focuses upon learning as a processing of infor·
mation, an orientation deemed more productive for dis·
covering the relationships o f media to processes of learn ·
ing than was possible In earlier assoclatlonlst theories.
Impetus was given also for this theoretical change by ex·
panding knowledge about the physiological, perceptual
and cognitive mechanisms that learners use to receive,
process, store and retrieve Information.
If learning is regarded primarily as the processing of
information, then teaching-the other half of the relationship- may logically be thought of as Information presentation. As Derr (1979) has said, teaching can do nothing
more than induce learning; It cannot presume to expe<:t
that learning will occur automalically. Learning is a private
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affair, subject to the whims and repertoire that the learner
bri ngs to bear on the information at hand .
As is true with most theoretical formulations, there
are progenitors that go back into history. The caution
that one must look at the charac teris tics of learners, their
past experiences, thei r value systems, and the Ir pre di lections as bases for discovering principles of media usage is
not new. Such a caution was voiced in AVCR from its beginnings in 1953. The first Issue of the periodical contained a discussion by Norberg urging the need to study
the intricacies of human perception as a basis for determining func tions o f media. By 1961and 1962, respectively,
AVCR had produced two special issues on learning and on
perception theory.
More recently (1975), AVCR published a special issue
on aptitude treatment interaction (All) in recognition of a
growing interest in this type of research and as an off·
shoot of the programmed instruction movement. ATI
represents the theoretic al position that having knowledge
of the interactive effects of learner apt itudes with instructional treatments would make it possible to predict the
proper types of treatments (methods and materials) that
would insure given learner responses. But ATI has also
had its problems in establishing absol ute interactions
among almost infinite numbers of learner variables that
are the result of id iosyncratic physical, mental, matura·
tional and cultural conditions. Also, in ATI one must face
the dilemma of predicting over time the behavior of
dynamic, chang ing individuals by means o f aptitude measures that tend primarily to be slices of a spectrum of aptitudes (see Cronbach & Snow, 1977).
Salomon (1979, 1981) has published two books which
explore med ia as symbol systems that Interact with the
cognitive, social and psychological aspects of learners.
This theoretical approach supports the idea that med ia
must be viewed more as agents for presenting information
than as agents that become direct stimuli for given responses. As has been aptly expressed along this line
(Clark, 1982) in a critical review of a recently published
critique of 60years of research in media:
We c annot claim any advantage of one med ium
over another when student achievement is the
issue. Media do not contribute to learning any
more than the vehicles that deliver experts to a
problem-solving conference contribute to the
eventual solution of the same. The choice between instructio
nal
mediums is based simply
and finally on their capacity to carry the in·
tended message and our resources.
I am presuming that "our resources" refers to the learn er's repertoire.
If we accept current conceptualizations of learning as
information processing and the idiosyncraci es of learners
as crucial factors in receiving, processing, storing and retrieving of information-then what logically become the
functions of media?
First, we must dispel the notion, as Clark has ind i·
cated, that med ia are the primary agents that promote
learn ing in and of themselves. Media, in fact, act primarily
as agents for providing information. This means, also, that
instead of accepting only the trad itiona
l
five senses as
avenues for gathering information, we need to expand our
considerations to include what Travers (1982) labels as the
five information collection systems. He separates vi sual
and auditory as two o f the systems, but he combines taste
and smell into one and discusses lhe touch receptors in
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the skin and joints as " haptic" and the basic orienting system as the fifth category. The latter refers to two sets of
three canals in each Inner ear, not as part of the hearing
mechanism but as an information collection system .
There is also a reference to pain as another information system, although not as clearly understood as the others. It
becomes obvious that one must look carefully at the spectrum of information sources through which learners acquire knowledge of their world. An analysis of media (information forms) in such a context requires going beyond
trad itional audiovisual terminology and also requires an
expanded, more generic interpretation of media functions.
Considering that teaching may be likened to information presentation and learning likened to information processing, terminology to express these conceptualizations
ought to reflect this broader orientation. Given this need
to name generic conditions, for the past decade or so I
have been urging the use of the terms message, message
forms and message carriers as desig nators for the broad
spectrum of information and information transmission
systems. Messages encompass any and every kind of information that one person may wish to transmit to any
other person. Message forms also include a subcategory
of codes or signs that combine to give the message sub·
stance or to which the learner must attend as sources of
information. Codes are such things as lines, edges, color,
texture, shape and so on, which learners use to differenti·
ate forms and kinds of Informat ion . This notion of codes is
used by Salomon (1979) when he discusses media as symbol system s and when he promotes the notion that the
greater the isomorph ism or simi larities between the coding systems in the message and the cod ing systems available in the learner's repertoire, the more likely that learning will take place and that the learner may use these coding systems to aid in the processing of information.
Message c arriers, referred to above, d ifferentiate the
message form from the instrumentation used to make the
messsage form available to the learner. For example, an
overhead projector is a message carrier in that it is the
mechanism for projecting an image (message form). While
it is convenient to separate message forms from message
carriers for purposes of considering their separate contributions to learner perceptions, there are undoubtedly subtle effects of types of transmission upon percept ion of the
message conveyed. Viewing a telev
i n sio
Image
in one's
living room would probably have different effects upon interpretation of the message than would be the effect of
viewing the identical image in the classroom.
Any human communicator may - at times or simuly - be
taneousl
a message form and a carrier. In the former
instance, a learner may attribute value to the message
conveyed by the other person in terms of the learner's
i- att
tude toward that person, thus affecting the acceptance
and Interpretat
ion
of the message being conveyed. At the
same time, a person is a message carrier by being the
physica
l
means for transmitting the message. The crucial
issue in separating message forms from their carriers is to
focus on the uniqueness and appropriateness of the form
and carrier for presenting different kinds of information-recognizing that sometimes it may be difficult to
distinguish between the influences upon the learner of
the message form and its carrier.
The effects of media upon processes of learning
must take into acceunt what each learner perceives as reality. It is this reality that is brought to bear on the Interpretation of information. The theory of solipsism
,
for exam·
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pie, suggests that the self can be aware of nothing but its
research in media where all variables were presumed to be
own experiences; that nothing exists or is real except the
held constant while experimental variables were tested.
The reductionist approach has as its goal the confirmation
self. If this is the case, the reality that a symbol system
or refutation of an a priori theoretical position.
(source of information) presents is thus real to the extent
that the self gives it reality. Thus, any assumption of a
The constructivist approach, on the other hand, is
teacher that information will be learned exactly-or even
basically a process of theory generation (see Magoon,
approximately-as presented, runs counter to the theory
1977). The researcher, such as an anthropologist, ap·
of sollpslsm. Media thus become information sources for
proaches the problem o r situation with no a priori assump.
learner interpretations of the world, suggesting the need
lions but argues that one must spend enough time on lo·
for pedagogical techniques that probe student percep·
cation to observe the conditions that affect o utcomes.
lions o f Information rather than assuming student parlor·
In the reductionist approach, such as is characteristic
mance Is related solely to teacher presentation. Thi s
ce tion
ra
research, one always
o f aptitude·treatment·lnt
conceptualization underlines that any analysis o f media
runs into the question of the valid ity and reliability of reeffec tiveness must include the two.fold process of detersearch instrumentation and the question of whether, in
mining the types o f message forms best suited to given in·
fact, a measurement of learner aptitudes is more a slice of
formation and of determining what actually is perceived
a moment in the life of a learner than it is a measure for
by each learner.
predicting the interaction o f learners
h
wit given treat·
ments over time.
Popper and Eccles (1 978) propose lhat realityn·co
While the constructionist approach seems more
slsts o f three worlds: World 1 is the physical reality, not o f
amenable to the documentation and verification of a wide
solid objects but of empty space inhabited in part by
variety of learner and environmental factors as they affect
atoms and molecules which provide us with the Illusion of
reactions to med ia, there are problems of insuring that
solid objects; World 2, all of the experiences that fill hu·
data collection is unbiased.
man Ill e; and World 3, the world of culture and Ideas which
Research methodology ls Introduced here very brief1y
exist Independently of the world. World 3 Influences
only to alert researchers and teachers alike to the need to
Worlds 1 and 2. World 3 is the creation of Worlds 1 and 2.
examine the reliability of methods for gathering informa·
Given the emphasis today upon cognitive psychology
lion about the true interactive effects of information gath·
and upon new knowledge of the brain and its functions
ering systems employed by the teacher and learner and
(Travers, 1982; Chall & Mirsky, NSSE Yearbook, 1978), It is
the effects of perception , memory and physiological and
apparent that the functions of media (message forms and
psychological capabi lities of reamers upon the gathering,
coding systems) must be analyzed as informatio n systems
processing, s toring and retrieval of Information.
utilized by learners for interpreting their world . As each o f
In applying this brief disc ussion to the practicalities
us gathers and interprets various forms of information in
of instruction and research relating to media in particular,
our respective environments, there is no doubt that we fil .
it is reasonable that the following areas of investigat ion
ter Information through a complex system of values. expe·
would be most appropriate for advancing knowledge con·
riences, and capabil
ies pecul
it
r
ia to ourselves.
sistent with an information systems/information process·
As research indicates, much of what we respond to in
ing model of media and learning.
our external world has structure and that perception in·
volves recognition of that structure. As we observe struc·
1. The uniqueness and appropriateness of coding
lure we also filter out irrelevancies and "pigeonhole" or
systems and Information forms for conveying different
kinds of information;
categorize. It appears that the more exact and precise the
information, the more the likelihood of " pigeonholing " or
2. Methodologies most appropriate for maximum in·
assigning of information to subcategories of one's roper·
teraction of learners with med ia;
toire. Some authors have described the learning process
3. Structures within media for focusing learner atten·
as a " stimulus sampling" for purposes of comparing new
lion on criteria! elements;
Information with that already known. The " gatekeeper"
4. Methodologies for determining wh ich learni ngpro·
concept o f cognition suggests that persons respond to
cesses
and memory stores have the greatest effects upon
and take In Information in terms of wh ich gates they open
the interpretation of information sources;
cation
and close, not In terms o f accepting witho ut qualifi
5. The structural elements and coding systems within
whatever the information form presents. Hart (t975), for
informat ion forms which may serve as systems for learn·
example, describes the brain as a s tructuring mechanism
ers to gather and process Information;
wh ich, In the normal course of events, strives to make
sense of and give organization to incoming Information.
6. The influences o f different kinds of information forms
He contends that lessons structured by the teacher to aid
In shaping the cog nitive and affective systems of learners;
learning may be incompatible with the lncllnatlon of the
7. The kinds of information forms most appropriate
human to organize information on Its own. Th is point of
for developing the potential o f each brain hemisphere.
view raises questions about theories of Instruction and
8. The functions of Iconic and propositional informa·
evidence that argue for presenting learners with struc·
tion systems in the processing, storage, and retrieval of in·
tures, methodologies, and conceptual Ges talts that are In·
formation.
tended to accelerate and fix learning, such as the strate·
gies for meta·processing or learning how 10 learn.
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